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HRS audit
Fuel
·heats
up
Field
House
updating
Finger Eleven, Fuel,
directory

Electrasy entertain
at SAPB concert

by NICOLE R. PICKENS
reporter
An audit may not sound like much fun, but
auditing information should result in a more
accurate faculty and staff telephone directory.
The Human Resource Services is conducting a
data audit of faculty and staff information needed
to produce apaper telephone direct.ory and update
HRS records, Jim Stephens, HRS direct.or, said.
"Not only does this help us to provide afaculty-staff directory that is as accurate and complete as we can make it, but it also give us a
chance to clean up our data," Stephens said.
Data audit reports will be sent this week to
each of Ma-rshall's approximately 1,750 faculty
and staff not employed on a temporary basis,
Stephens said. They are to make any corrections
necessary and return the data audit report to
the HRS office by Oct. 27.
~e expect there will be numerous corrections
to this data," Stephens said.
The direct.ory will provide a"two-way listing" of
information, Stephens said. Faculty and staff will be
listed alphabetically by name and by department.
The directory will list office addresses, telephone
numbers and e-mail addresses, Stephens said. ..
Faculty and staff can request that their home
address, telephone number and e-mail address
be included in the directory, but this information
will not be listed without permission, he said.
The data audit reports also asks faculty and
Please see AUDIT, P3

by SARA E. PAYNE
reporter
Add up the aroma of beer and cigarettes,
the rumbling of the mosh pit and the flashing lights, and students get awild college
party. Throw in three alternative bands
and students get quite aconcert.
The Student Activities Programming
Board (SAPB) sponsored Fuel, Finger
Eleven and Electrasy in concert Tuesday
at the Veterans Memorial Field House.
More than 1,000 people bought tickets
for the event.
"All the bands had gr&clt energy and
stage presence," T.J. King, South
Charleston sophomore, said. "I had a
blast and I think that when Marshall
offers activities, like concerts, more students should take advantage of the
events."
·
Electrasy opened the event. They played
seven songs, including "Dazed and
Confused." Between songs, the band
filmed the crowd for their Web site.
Finger Eleven also play~ seven songs
before Fuel took the stage. "Grayest ofBlue
Skies" was popular among the crowd. Body
surfing and mosh pits started during the
Finger Eleven's performance.
"Finger Eleven gave a great performance, as well as, the other bands,"
SAPB executive Jennifer Hargis said.
"Overall, we had agreat show, and if you
weren't here, you missed out."
The concert marked the end of the tour
for the three alternative bands. Fuel took
the stage around 10 p.m. and they played
14 songs as the lights flashed.
Even though an estimated 450
Marshall students bought tickets, the
SAPB expectations were much higher for
student participation.
"The SAPB was counting on student support and they didn't get it," Andy
Hermansdorfer, direct.or of student activities
and Greek affairs, said. "The club could only
afford one concert, in hopes that money
would be brought in t.o host aspring concert."

Final debate
features
more
relaxed format
photos by Mike Andnck

Above, Fuel vocalist Brett

Above, Electrasy vocalist All McKlnnel and bassist Alex
McKlnnel open the concert for the approximately 1,000 fans.

Curris urges
students to be
civbyicCURTIS
allyJOHNSON
active

I

reporter
The latest Marshall Celebrity
Series speaker needed no illustrations to prove his point that
today's students are not
involved civically.
No students
showed up for
Tuesday's presentation.
Constantine
"Deno" Curris,
president of the
American
Currls Association
State Collegesof
and Universities
(AASCU), made his presenta-

P/ease 886 CURRII, N

Scallions performs at the
Veterans Memorial Field
House. Fuel played 14
songs during the concert.
Left, guitarist Rick Jackett
plays with acrazed stare
during Finger Eleven's
seven-song set. Finger
Eleven played second in
the three-band lineup
behind opener Electrasy.
Although an estimated
450 Marshall students
attended the show, Andy
Hermansdorfer, director
of Student Activities and
Greek affairs, said the
lack of money generated
by the concert would not
allow aSAPS-sponsored
show in the spring.

by WALTER R. MEARS
The Associated Press
ST.
LOUIS
- Vice President Al Gore attacked
George W. Bush as an ally of the rich and powerful Tuesday night, but the Texas governor
rebutted in the climactic campaign debate, calling his rival a "big spender" in the mold of
Democratic liberals who once sought the White
House and lost.
"He proposed more than Walter Mondale and
Michael Dukakis combined," Bush said of two
Democratic presidential candidates rejected by
the voters in 1984 and 1988.
The Texas governor and the vice president,
locked in a close race for the White House,
argued domestic and foreign policy issues for 90
minutes in a town hall-style format, fielding
questions from an audience of uncommitted voters. It was their third encounter in two weeks,
and their last before they face judgment at the
polls Nov. 7.
In their final summations, the two men
stripped their appeals to the essentials.
"I have kept my word," said G1:>re, who has
served as Bill Clinton's vice president for two
terms. He mentioned his service in Vietnam and
Please see' DEBATE, P2

200 students attend Psychic Fair Candidates debate at
by SARA &. PAYNE
reporter
The lines grew and grew
Tuesday as students waited for
aglimpse of their future.
The Student Activities
Programming Board (SAPB)
sponsored the annual Psychic
Fair. More than 200 students
participated in the fair.
"One reason why Icame and
participated was because the
event was free," Amy Simons,
Bridgeton, N.J., sophomore,
said. "I also just want.ed to see
what my future has to hold."
Palm and tarot cards readings
were the major activities at the
fair. The tarot card reading
involves analyzing the individual's personality, future events
that will occur in one's life and
past and future relationships.
"The event was really neat
and the reader t.old me a lot

Town Hall meeting

pholo by Sara Payne

Monica Proctor, Roanoke, Va., sophomore, receives atarot card
reading Tuesday from Tress Chapin at the Memorial Student Center.
about myself," Stacy Justie, and that really scares nfe."
Logan sophomore, said. "He Students were told about past,
told me that Iworry too much, present and future events. And
which Ido. He also told me that there were some individuals that
I would experience a major
transformation at the age of 27, Please see PSYCHIC, P3

by ARRON PENDLETON
reporter
Local
candidates from the
House of Delegates and the
Stat.e Senat.e squared off
Tuesday night at the Francis
Booth Experimental Theater.
Ten candidates participated in the debat.e, seven
Democrats and three Republicans.
Democrat House of
Delegat.e members Susan
Hubbard, Arley Johnson,
Margarette Leach. Richard
Thompson, Kevin Craig and
Dale Stephens were joined by
Republican House of
Delegate members Kelli

Sobonya, Chuck Romine and
JodySmirL
Senat.e Democrat Bob
Plymale also participated.
The candidates were asked
nine questions, compiled
from alist submitted by students, faculty and staff.
Some of the questions
asked for candidates' views on
support money for parking
garages and teacher raises,
tuition cuts for the families of
the faculty and staff, and the
rising cost of tuition. In addition, questions were raised
about the Higher Education
Bill, and PEIA
P/ease see MEETING, P3
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Giardina
will protest debate
CHARLESTON (AP) - Independent gubernatorial candidate
Local •State •National

Wednesday, Oct. 18, 2000

Denise Giardina is planning to picket agubernatorial debate
Wednesday because she was not invited to participate.
The hour-long debate, sponsored by the West Virginia
Broadcasters Association, will be televised statewide at 7p.m.
Giardina's protest will begin at 5:45 p.m. outside the
Cultural Center at the Capitol in Charleston.

iParthsnan
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Cease-fire
reached·
in
Mideast
Arafat, Barak
.

compromise as
fighting goes on
•Debate
From page 1

by BARRY SCHWEID

the point where they were
before the outbreak of the crisis
and we will lift the closure" that
has kept Palestinians out of his
country, Prime Minister Ehud
Barak oflsrael told anews conference upon his return home.
"Let me emphasize that the
real test of all the understandings and agreements is implementation," the prime minister
added.
For his part, Jibril Rajoub,
the Palestinian security chief
in the West Bank, said, "The
ball is now in the Israeli court.
It's they who created this crisis,
they are the ones who used acts
of killing and terrorism against
our people. What is needed now
is for them to take all the necessary measures to stop this
violence."
As he returned to Gaza,
Palestinian leader Yasser Arafat
said the all-important question
is whether the deal will be carried out, and added, "We expect
that the implementation will be
exactly as we agreed upon."

President Clinton did not use to implement the agreement
the term "cease-fire" in and end the fighting. She
announcing the accord at the paused briefly and then added
end of a two-day emergency firmly: "They will have to do it."
summit meeting at this seaside With that, she arranged to fly
resort.
to Riyadh to confer with leadInstead, he said both sides ers in Saudi Arabia.
agreed on "immediate concrete Barak cast the agreement in
measures" to end the violence. amore cautious framework. He
"I believe we have made real said that over the next two
progress today," Clinton said. weeks the Americans would
"Repairing the damage will examine whether aresumption
take time."
of peace talks between the
Secretary of State Madeleine Israelis and the Palestinians is
Albright said Tuesday's agree- feasible.
ment was supposed to result in He said such astep is "logia cease-fire. "A · cease-fire cal," but "I don't know what the
should be happening within results will be."
hours, immediately," she told Clinton announced the sumCNN.
mit's end at aphoto session at
Additionally, within two which he was surrounded by
weeks the two sides were to representatives of the seven
meet with American mediators entities that had worked it out:
to explore the possibility of Israel, the Palestinians, the
resuming talks, Albright said. United States, Egypt, Jordan,
Musing on the future in an the United Nations and the
interview with The Associated European Union.
Press, Albright said it was not , Barak and Arafat left the cerclear whether the two sides emony without saying anywould do everything they could thing.

that tore a40-by-40-foot hole in
the destroyer.
The security officials said
bomb-making materials were
found when the house was
searched Monday. They did not
elaborate on the materials.
The men were believed to
have entered Yemen four days
before Thursday's bombing, the
officials said. They did not say
which country the men had
traveled from.
U.S. officials believe the
attackers brought a small
explosives-laden boat near the
Cole and detonated it in asuicide attack. Two men were seen
standing up in the boat before

bowed their heads and closed
their eyes when moderator
Jim Lehrer asked for abrief
period of silence.
The candidates clashed at
strong marriage of 30 years. length
economics in a
He said the nation has expe- fast-pacedoverdebate,
prodded by
rienced record prosperity and questions from an audience
reduced crime in recent uncommitted voters from theof
years, and pledged to build on St. Louis area.
it. "I'll make you one promise
said Gore is proposing
here. You ain't seen nothing theBush
"largest increase in federyet and I will keep that al spending in years, and
promise."
not going to be
Under the rules,Republican there's just
money" to pay for it.
Bush got the last word. "I enough
Gore
said
Bush
was wrong,
think after three debates the
that his rival's $1.3
good people of this country · adding
billion
tax
plan
would
lavish
understand
relief on the
there is adiffer.
w
ealthy
while
ence," he said.
shortchanging
"The difference
critical domesbetween a big
tic programs.·
federal govern"If you want
ment and somesomebody who
one who is combelieves
that we
ing from outside
were better off
W
a
s
h
i
n
gt
o
n
Bush eight years ago Gore
who will trust
than we are
individuals."
and that we ought to go
Most polls show Bush ahead now
back to the kinds of policies
of the vice president by ascant that
we had back then,
point or two, and the debate at
tax cuts mainly
the field house at Washington emphasizing
for the wealthy, here is your
University represented the rnan,"the vice president said.
last, best chance for one man ~•If you want somebody who
or the other to gain the sup- will ,fight for you and will
port of alarge critical bloc of fight for middle class tax cuts,
undecided voters.
then Iam your man. Iwant to
The debate began with a be,"
Gore added.
moment of reflection in mem- The decision to permit quesory of Missouri Gov. Mel tions from the audience creatCarnahan, killed along with
more freewheeling series
his son andacampaign aide ofed aexchanges
Gore
Monday night when -his small and Bush than between
in their earlier
·plane went down in bad two debates, and
they interweather. Bush and Gore both rupted one another at will.

The Associated Press
SHARM EL-SHEIK, Egypt
- Israel and the Palestinians
agreed Tuesday to end the
street violence that has torn
their region apart for more
than two weeks and to get back
on the path toward a permanent solution to their conflict.
Both sides agreed to aceasefire, but violence continued in
the immediate aftermath.
Both sides also agreed to
explore a resumption in the
negotiations for a permanent
peace agreement between
Israel and the Palestinians.
"After 48 hours ifwe see there
is calm in the field we will pull
back our heavy equipment to

The Associated Press
ADEN,
Yemen - Yemeni
investigators have found bombmaking equipment in ahouse
near the port of Aden and
believe two men who spent several days there are linked to
the bombing of the USS Cole,
security officials said Tuesday.
Also Tuesday, the bodies of
seven of the 17 victims were
removed from the ship, leaving
five still concealed in the
wreckage.
The security officials identified the men believed linked to
the blast, who have disap-

peared, only as non-Yemeni
Arabs. Other Yemeni officials
said they were Saudi.
The disclosure comes a day
after Yemen reversed its earlier
position and called the blast "a
premeditated criminal act."
That gave acrucial boost to the
investigation. The country's
security forces interrogated
dozens of port workers and others Monday, including the head
of the company that services
warships.
Several people remained in a
highly guarded camp on Aden's
outskirts but it was unclear
whether they were considered
firm suspects in the explosion

by fraternities, sororities and
reporter
other organizations.
Nate Kuratomi, the judiciary,
Homecoming parade plans urged students to apply for the
were formed at the Student SGA seats available in the
Government Association (SGA) upcoming election, which takes
meeting Tuesday.
place Oct. 31 and Nov. 1. There
Student senators will spend is aseat available for the Board
three days - of Regents, one for the College
Wednesday from of Education and one for the
5 p.m. _to mid- Joan C. Edwards School of
night, Thursday Medicine.
from 5 p.m. to There are also four seats availmidnight and able for the Graduate College
Friday for how- and two for the Community and
ever long it takes. Technical College.
- to get the float Applications are available
Walker finished for the
parade.
"It's going to be enormous,"
said Bill Walker, SGA president. : RESALE SHOP .
The float, a replica of a
Marshall football helmet, cost .; _THRIFT STORE
Huntington
$999.16. There will be about .-~22 20th(304)Street•
529-4750 .
eight other floats in the parade,
which is scheduled for 11 a.m.
Everything in store
Saturday, Walker said. The 1/2 PRICE! 3floors of
other floats will be sponsored Halloween costumes, men's

from Kuratomi in Memorial
Student Center room 2W29B.
Jerrod Smalley, director of
public 'relations, announced
that the campus directory will
be delayed a week due to the
printer being backed-up.
Walker said the SGA blood
drive has· received 31 pints of
blood thus far. He said he is not
disappointed about the blood

drive, except for one minor point.
"I couldn't get anybody in the
Buddy Blood Drive costume
today," he said.
The Rugby Club was given
$500 to cover expenses, such as
dues to The Ohio Rugby Union
and the Midwest Rugby Union,
as well as travel expenses.
SGA meets every Tuesday at
4p.m. in MSC 2W29B.

.

.

Yemeni officials say two att'1:ckers traced
by BRIAN MURPHY

I

the explosion, officials said.
Debris collected from the
blast scene has arrived in
Washington for FBI analysis,
federal law enforcement officials said.
There has been no credible
claim of responsibility for the
deadliest terrorist attack on
the U.S. military since the 1996
bombing of an Air Force barracks in Saudi Arabia that
killed 19.
On Tuesday, seven bodies
from both above and below the
water line were recovered, Rear
Adm. Mark Fitzgerald said.
Five bodies already had been
sent home for burial.

SGA approves float, seeks new members Classifieds
t:;~J
by LUKE DAMRON
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and women's clothing!
Vintage -30's, 40's, SO's,
60's, ?O's, 80's and in-style
clothing! Bell bottoms,
tuxedos, suits, shirts, skirts,
sweaters, hats, prom and
party dresses, military,
top coats, jewelry,
glassware, books, wigs.A
shopping experience you'll
never forget!

Catering Staff needed to work in a
fast paced challenging environment.
We offer competitive wages, flexible
scheduling , weekly pay, free meals
when working and aconvenient work
location.
Apply in person at the Sodexho
Marriott Catering office located in the,
Memorial Student Center room lW3 l
between the hours of 9AM to 4PM.

·. ·,•\)ni_vers;ty
, ;~.
Tnm522-1&117Tan
·,
.
HAIR
NAILS
TANNING
~

J

Cf!i

Changeyour IMf,GE betweenclasses

THE KEY TO YOUR SUCCESS
BE ARESIDENT ADVISOR!
The Department of Residence Services is now
accepting applications for Resident Advisor
positions beginning in spring, 2001.
Minumum Qualifications: 2.3 cumulative GPA (3.0 grad students)
Completion of One Full Year of
College
Compensation:
Free Single Room
Full Meal Plan
Small Stipend
Valuable Leadership and
Work Experience
Pick up an application from the Department of Residence Services
office in Laidley Hall, or the front desk of any residence hall.
• Application deadline is November 6, 2000.
Call Molly McClennen at 696-6208 with questions.

Homes For Rent

,Employment

NEAR
1&2 BR
$450 perMUmonth
NO units.
PETS. each
523-

0688
Wo~k you Waitresses,
own schedule.
Mixers,
Marshall
Area Apt.
•2Bedroom
and Hostesses,
Dancers. Must be 18 or older
an
Efficiency
Utilities
paid.
with desire to make lots of
Available
Oct.
15,
,
_
2000.
Call
money. No experie nee
Vicky or Paul Rice 022-4780
Work at #1 club in TriUniversity
Rentals
1 BR necessary.
state: Lady Godivas Gentlemen's
apartment
1/2 block
campus callwithin
736-2505
or •from
429· Club. Open 3pm to 3am. 736-

2369
ApJ>legrove
Townhouse
2BR wall-to-wall
apartment.
Clcarpet.
ose toA/C
campus.
Lease
and
de~os,t
Phone 523-5615
Ryan Armscarpet, NC.
1BR withAvailable
wall-to-wall
1
Lease523-5615
and Jan.
Deposit
1
BR Apartment.
1669 6th
Ave.&2Utilities
Paid. Wall-to-wall
carpet.
A/C 523-5615
7th Avenue
Apartment 1605paid.
7th
Ave.
1or 2BedroomUtilities
Furnished.
2Blocks
fromParking.
Corbly
Hall.
Off
Street
Affordable
1717 quiet living! Call 525·
One
bedroom
furnished
one
block
from campus
$290.00
water,
sewer,
trash
pick-up
paidby
landlord
call
429-2369
or
7362505

Travel Services
1...,..g

Spring Break Reps needed to
promote campus trips. Earn $
travel free! No cost. We train
you. 1-800-367-1252 or
www.springbreakdirect.com
GO DIRECT =$avings! #1
Internet-based Spring Break
company offering WHOLESALE
Spring Break packages (no
middlemen)! Zero traveler
complaints last year! Lowest
price guarantee! 1-800-3671252 www.springbreakdirect.com

r:J@rJJ 6JfJ>-::7£3rJJ'ilO~OG'J<3

<stJ[b[b
0fJ0 [3[3<[)(!;
Q

3391

SPRINGBREAK 2001

Hiring On-campus Reps
SELL TRIPS, EARN CASH, GO
FREE!!! Student Travel Services
America's #1 Student Tour
Operator Jamaica, Mexico,
Bahamas,
Europe, Florida
1-800-648-4849
www.gospringbreak.com

EVENING SHIFT

Alliance Research is now hiring
interviewers for our evening shift.
Earn up to $9.00 an hour
conducting marketing research.
Our company interviews
consumers to determine product
satisfaction, advertising
effectiveness, aAd other
marketing information. (We find

out
e think
aboutask
the
thingswhat
theypeopl
use)but
Weopinions.
never
for
anY.thing
If
you'd like to work in acasual

environment with a flexible
schedule and minimal stress,
we'd like to talk to you. Give us a
call at 525-4000, or come by out
offices at 301 Ninth Street, on
the second floor. EOE/M/F/DN

Fraternities
•Sororities
Clubs•
Student
Groups

Earn $1,000-$2,000 this quarter
with
the
easy
Campusfundrainser.com three
hour fundraising event. No sales
required. Fundraising dates are
filing quickly, so call today!
Contact Campusfundraiser.com
(888)923-3238, or visit
www.campusfundraiser.com

-

Home Furnishings
Full-sized
comfort
mattress set with
frame Newtop,n
plastic with warranty List $499

sell $199 Limited quantities. First
come-First serve. 740-935-0976

- - -1
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Artists can display and sell works at Sharkey's
by scon NILES
reporter
Birke Art Gallery is not the
only pla'ce to see paintings,
sculptures and photographs by
Marshall art students.
Thanks to Don Ours, owner
of Sharkey's Fins Cafe, students have anew way to showcase their work.
They also have aplace to sell it.
Ours is hosting aweekly Art
Show Extravaganza, an event
where students can come t!>
showwork.
and possibly sell their
own
"I
wanted
to do something
tie-in with Marshall
studentsto
who have artwork but have no
way of showing it," Ours said.
"This gives students a chiµice
to have aplace to go and display their art and gives other
people achance to purchase it."
The show will also feature live
music by the Jazz Syndicate
Band. Ours said he wanted a
band because his restaurant

and bar is alive music venue
and the jazz would help create a
relaxing ambiance.
"This gives people something
else to do on Sundays," Ours
said.
The event is sponsored by Art
Atac!, astudent-run organization that plans community projects and art-related ventures
for local businesses.
"It is an excellent opportunity
because there are not awhole
lot of venues for visual art students to display their work,"
said Aaron Nelson, senior
graphic design major and head
of Art Atac!. "It has been a
problem that I think has
plagued the art department for
a long time because we don't
have the same public exposure
that the theater and the music
department have."
Adam Hodges, second-year
graduate student, agrees with
Nelson.
"There are more than enough
students who want to show

by SAEED ALSHAHRANI t..
reporter
The Search Committee on
Recognizing Excellent Students
(SCORES)
will conduct
its
recognition
brunch
Thursday
in the Big Green room of the
Marshall University Stadium.'
The brunch will begin high
school registration for the March
10 festival "Global Interactio~
Through
"This Education."
year's brunch will
honor and recognize Marshall
faculty along with high school
principals and teachers who
volunteer their support and
participate in our annual academic
festival,"
Brooks,
SCORES
projectSherry
coordinator,
said. "Five SCORES honorees
have been nominated this year
by their peers to receive special
recognition for their long and
outstanding services to
Marshall University and the
community."
According to a, news release,
the honorees for the March 10
festival are Donald L. Van

b~ LARA K. STREIT
of the College of Nursing and Health
reporter
Professions. "You should not get aflu shot
if you arealready infected with the flu."
Students and faculty are waiting in line If the temperature is within range,
for shots.
then individuals can enter another room
Horn, dean of the College of
No, not alcohol shots - flu shots.
set 1JiP for giving the shots.
Fine Arts; Dr. Harold C.
Tuesday
was
the
first
day
of
flu
shots.
Many people may wonder why they
Shaver, dean of the W. Page
At9a.m. lines were already out the door should get vaccinated,especially young
Pitt School of Journalism and
of
the
Don
Morris
Room
in
the
Memorial
adult;,.
Mass Communications; Dr.
Student Center(MSC).
According to an information sheet,
Michael
L. Norton,
professorDr.
in
Students and faculty who want to get a influenza is aserious disease. It is caused
the College
of Science;
flu
shot
must
register
in
the
lobby,
then
by
avirus that spreads from infected perClara C. Reese, College of
proceed upstairs to wait until their tem- sons to the nose or throat of others.
Education &Human Services,
perature
is
taken.
Stude
nts can get shots for free. Faculty
Division of Human
"We check for temperature to make
and staff must pay a$5 fee.
K. Streit
Development & Allied Students can receive freephotoflubyLarashots
sure
something
is
not
going
on
in
the
Flu
shots
be given today from 10
Technology; and Dr. Marjorite today in the MSC.
body already," said Lynne B. Welch,dean a.m. to 2p.m.willin the
MSC.
Keatley, College,
CommunityBusiness
and
Technical
,, , , , . , , .,'";-.s .;,t t . . r, "~·1t1(1••,
Technology.
Donna Donathan, president
of the Faculty Senate, will pre- ' . ~ '·, . .'. ' ' /';~\+/~:~:.;:(~,....,;., -~:., .~(;~.~~.... '. .
,'
sent the honorees with certificates.
by JASON THACKER for aFirstAmendment right Throughout his more than African-American communiTuition
waivers
are
awarded
reporter
to free speech over his
15-year recording career, Ice- ty who seeks to create dialog
to the festival's outstanding
thrash metal band Body
Tsays he has challenged between people with blunt
students,Brooks said.
Well-known rapper and Count'ssong "Cop Killer." people to question authority honesty.
"The nominees report the top actor
be speaking
song,which depictsacts and think for themselves.
The event is free and open
scores in their respective con- about Ice-Twill
racism, censorship and The
of graphic violence against
Dr. Ernest E.Middleton,
the public.
tests. The highest scoring stu- other related
topics at 7:30 police officers, was voluntari- associate vice president for toAdditional
dent will receive the Robert A. p.m.
in the Don Morris ly pulled off the band's self- Multicultural Affairs and about Ice-T's information
visit is availWheeler scholarship, which Roomtoday
the Memorial
titled album in 1992 after International Programs, said able by contacting the center
includes a one-year tuition Studentof Center.
protest from several conserv- Ice-Tis an articulate and at 696-6705 or by visiting
waiver and $1,000 per year for
Ice-T is known for fighting ative groups.
intelligent voice in the
MSC 1W25.
amaximum of four years,"she
said.

their art, but there aren't
enough businesses that are
willing to let us," Hodges said.
Nelson said the artists determine prices for their artwork.
Each week features adifferent
type of artwork.
"The works this week are primarily paintings and drawings," Nelson sMd. "I know that
the
third week
willdfeature
tography,
and we'
also likepho-to
have ceramics and graphic
design at some point."
Ours said if the event does
well, he would like to bring in
local wine producers.
"While the students are showing their art, the wine makers
will give samples and sell their
wine," Ours said. "In a way,
that's their kind of art form."
The Art Show Extravaganza
runs from 7to 10 p.m. every
Sunday. There is no cover charge.
Sharkey's Fins Cafe is at 410
photo by Scott Niles
10th Street in Huntington.
Additional information is avail- Artwork by Adam Hodges, asecond-year graduate student, and other artists, can be seen
Sundays in the Art Show Extravaganza at Sharkey's Fins Cafe in downtown Huntington.
able by calling 523-3200.

SCORES honors Students, faculty get vaccinated at the MSC
outstanding faculty
~

Audit
•From page 1

'lce-,Tto'visit-SttJd,e"to..ts.:ia'r,d discuss racism' censorship
~

Psychic

staff to verify information that
will
not beStephens
publishedsaid.in This
the
directory,
includes social security number,
date ofbirth and
start date of
employment
at thetheuniversity.
HRS services has taken the
precaution of marking the
envelopes for the data audit as
confidential, Stephens said.
The directory should be published by mid- or lateNovember, Stephens said. The
cost of the data gathering and
audit is several hundred dollars. He expected the total
expense for production of the
directory to be about $2,500.

•testedFrom pagethe 1entertainer's

knowledge.
"I didn't tell him anything
about myself," Monica
Proctor, Roanoke, Va.,
sophomore,
said. t believe
"And I couldn'
that just by looking at my
hand he told me that Iwas
short-tempered and that is
the reason why many of my
personal relationships
break up."
The hypnotist show was
also scheduled for the fair,
but the event was canceled.
"The hypnotist demand

was smaller' than _the
demand of the palm and the
tarot card readings, so
SAPB decided to cancel the
hypn(ltist show and extend
the readings for a couple
hours," SAPB executive J.S.
Bragg said. "This way students could get through the
lines."
Bragg added that thefair
is always one of the club's
most popular events and the
SAPBthewanted
studentssatis-to
leave
event feeling
fied.
The fair's hours were
extended from 3p.m. to 5
p.m. to allow students to
participate in the event.
"The lines were long but
in the end, it was worth it,"
Proctor said.
\

YOU'RE INVITED TO OUR

OPEN
HOUSE
HUNTINGTON
JUNIOR
COLLEGE
WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 25th
12:00 Noon-8:00 P.M.

*Class Information
*School Tours
*Financial Aid Information
*Refreshments
*Door Prizes
*Enroll For Winter Quarter
*WTCR Live Remote with Chuck Black

Huntington Junior College

900 FifthAve.
www.htgnjrcollege.com
e-mail ht n·rcolle e ahoo.com
697-7550 or toll free 1-BUU-~44-4522
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Curris

Meeting

•From page 1

tion Tuesday afternoon to
about 50speople
in theJoanArts
C.
Edward'
Performing
Center. Thepresentation is a
partOpportunity
of the MU project.
2010: Owning
the
Curris said Congress has made
efforts to allow students to become
involved in the decision-making
process through lowering the voting age to 18, but students have
chosen other activitiesinstead.
"We should be appalled when
we see data suggesting the proportion of our studentsinvolved
·in binge drinkingsucceedsthe
proportion of those who vote in
general elections," Currissaid.

•From page 1

ter when Johnson finished
speaking.
debateamoderator
was
BobTheSmith,
1961 Marshall
graduate and retired anchor
from WSAZ.
The questions were given to
the candidates in advance and
the responses were limited to
oneAbout
minute.
100 people attended
the Town Hall Meeting.
It was sponsored by the
Student Government Association, Faculty Senate and the
Classified Staff Council.

The most outspoken candidate of the night was Johnson,
who was often glared at by the
other candidates when he spoke
of issues such as tlie Budget
Digest, Higher Education Bill
and other topics that did not
favor the candidates.
Smirl, looked to Romine and
said it was just the same old
speech, in reference to Johnson's
comments. At other times she
would cover her mouth when
speaking to Romine.
Although the audience was
asked to refrain from applause Check us out online at
until the end, the crowd often ·. WY'
JW.marshaft.edu/P,arthenQfl
erupted in applause and chat- t: ' ::,/~~<-' ' ,}/,: \ :,

The Parthenon
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Maytag
Laundromat
and Buggy Bath
Car Wash
8th Avenue &17th Street
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Wednesday, October 18th

Register and begin walking on the Student Center Plaza
anytime between Ham and 1pm
T-shirts will be given to those who walk at least Imile/!
Sponsored by Student Health Education Programs 696-4800
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''He is atremendous role
model for everybody, including
bank customers."

Commentary •Letters •Editorials

- Robert Hardwick, City National Bank executive vice
president on the bank's spokesman, Chad Pennington

1Parthenon
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Page edited by Andrea Copley

OUR views 'Same Qld Song' hilarious and free

Thumbs up,
thumbs down

THUMBS DOWN goes to the James
Armstrong for Mr.
Marshall campaign,
sponsored by Pi
Kappa Phi.
The campaign is
using aphoto of
Armstrong performing acomedy routine
at the Buskirk Bash
that appeared in the
Oct. 5issue of The
Parthenon.
Whoever designed the ad asked neither Photo
Editor Mike Andrick nor The Parthenon if the
photo could be used to promote Armstrong's
campaign.
Not even aphoto credit was given.
Anice THUMBS UP to Assoctate Dean of
Student Affairs Steve
Hensley and the
Student Nursing
Association for the
free flu shots, which
continue today from
10 a.m to 2p.m. in
the Memorial
Student Center's
John Morris Room.
If you haven't gotten aflu shot this
year, you should go.
As Hensley said in the Oct. 12 issue of The
Parthenon, "Students and faculty are in close
contact with each other, so there is achance for
an epidemic of the flu."
The multitude of people getting flu shots also
provides plenty of practice for Marshall's nursing students.
It's also an interesting experience watching
the professors flinch.
Another big THUMBS DOWN goes to the
general display of
apathy by students
here on campus.
SAPB and SGA have
tried to bring activities to campus that
we might-enjoy, and
gotten ahalf-hearted
response at best. 'lb
top it all off, students
don't offer up suggestions on what they want to see and hear.
If you don't like it fine, but at least try to participate in the decision-maki:p.g process.
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Several movies debuted this
weekend - horror ("Lost Souls"),
lowbrow comedy ("The Ladies
Man"), political drama ("The
Contender") and the rerelease of
the horror classic, "The Exorcist."
But Idecided to go for something
alittle more cultured, alittle
more sophisticated. So Ichecked
out the Marshall Artists Series
Fall International Film Festival.
Okay, actually Iwas broke and
tickets are free to full-time students.
Iwent to see "Same Old Song"
and right off the bat, Iput my
Marshall education to good use.
"The title's wrong," Itold my
friend, Abe.
See, the French title of the
movie is "On Connait la
Chanson," which, when literally
translated is something like
"They Knew the Song" or "One
Knows the Song" or maybe "Men
in Black." So right there, the
Film Festival was already doing
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EVAN
BEVINS

mcmaging
editor
its job of expanding my horizons
and reinforcing my education.
Anyway, the plot of "Same Old
Song," or whatever you want to
call it, boasts aSeinfeldian
tableau of inter-personal relationships and comedic mishaps.
Odile wants abigger apartment,
but her husband, Claude, isn't
really interested. Her sister
Camille is working on her thesis
and falling for her sister's real
estate agent. Of course, the
agent's employee, Simon, has
fallen for Camille. Simon spends
his days showing apartments to

Nicolas, Odile's ex-lover who is
moving back to Paris.
Just another tangled web of
deceit, confusion, love and lust?
Au contraire (that's French,
y'know). You see, at various
points throughout the film the
characters abandon traditional
dialogue for song.
But it's not your average musical either. Instead of songs written specifically for the story, the
characters belt out French pop
songs. And the singers don't necessarily match the actors, um,
gender-wise.
One of the most hilarious
scenes comes when Simon and
Nicolas, frustrated by the messes
in their lives, sit down and take
turns singing amournful love
song, sung by ahigh-pitched
female voice.
The concept is absurd, but
absolutely hilarious. This is in
~ddition to all the other amusing

jokes and plot twists in the
movie.
The part that I, and I'd imagine most people, had aproblem
with was the jellyfish. For some
reason, in the climactic scene, a
jellyfish (sometimes several) flitted across the screen. I'm sure
this was deeply symbolic, but I
was just deeply disturbed.
So what was the point of intertwining French songs with asitcom-like plot? Perhaps the songs
are acommon part of the culture
in France and the analogy was
that the feelings of the characters were common to the average
person as well. Or maybe it was
just funny.
Idon't really care either way,
because it was free.
Evan Bevins is managing editor of The Parthenon. Comments
may be sent to him at 311 Smith
Hall.

HER view
YOUR view
Write aletter to the
editor today. You may
send it via e-mail
to parthenon@
marshall.edu or mail it
to 311 Smith Hall.
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HER view

AtWhatIssue
do you

College students could
change political landscape
by voting for Giardina
DR.
are some
students
onThere
the college
and60,000
university
campuses throughout West
Virginia. If only half of that number decided to take charge of this
election they could determine the
outcome.
Up to now, the big party bosses
have tried to control who gets on
the ballot, who gets on TV.
Fight them!
Up to now big money has rolled
into Wise's campaign ($50,000 at
one pop in D.C.) and Underwood's
(Mylan Laboratories gave heavily
to his last campaign. They also
raised drug prices to unbelievable
heights.)
Fight the Octopus Party that
controls them both. Vote Giardina
for Governor!
She can win and she can govern. So she's new at politics.She's
written four acclaimed novels, all
about speaking the truth to
power!
If you've written one term
paper, you know what concentration and organizational ability a
novel would take, two talents a
governor could use.
She is serious about aplatform
of community schools and limiting the time children spend riding school buses, serious about
excess acreage tax on large
absentee landlords, serious about

think about
interracial
dating?

"I don't mind it. Of course, saying
Iwas for it would look like Iwas
too scared of being an anti-racist
to say anything other than that I
was• for it, so I'm going to stay in
the middle ground on this one."

ELINORE

TAYlOR
guest columnist

- Brandon Dingess,

taking off the tax on food.
She is seriously against gambling as away of financing government.
She is dead serious against
mountaintop removal.
Roger Moore has written that
people who don't vote are to be
commended for making astatement.
They're saying they are not
going to play the game any longer
of voting for the lesser of two
evils.
But in the West Virginia governor's race, you have achoice for
good. Vote Giardina into power
and the best and brightest will be
running the state for the first
time
ever!people your age won the
Young
American Revolution and stopped
the Vietnam War.
YOU can stop the corruption
and bring revolutionary change to
West Virginia. Just do it!
Vote Giardina for governor in
November
Dr. Elinore Taylor is aretired
English professor.

freshman from St. Alban~, W.Va.

"Well, to each his own. If you're
happy, then I'm happy.
Somewhere down the line, we're
all mixed up somewhere. My
granny, your granny, we're all
family anyway."
- Everett Mundy,

Regents' bachelor of artti seniiJr
from Oak Hill, W.Va.

"I kinda think that you should
stick within your own color. Ijust
don't really like it. It's cool to be
friends and everything, but if you
want to date them, then please
do it in the privacy of your own
bedroom."
-Tori Goss,

psychology freshman from Prebton, W.Va.
- compiled by Elizabeth Lee and Daniel Caldwelr

Let readers know your view

BY PHONE BY E-MAIL

The Parthenon - Letters
311 Smith Hall
Huntington, WV 25755
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Call The Parthenon
at (304) 696-6696.

E-mailThe Paithl!n~
at parthenon@marshall.edu

Editorial policy

Please keep letters to the editor no longer
than 250 words. Longer letters may be used
as guest columns at the editor's discretion.
All letters must be signed and include an
address or phone number for confirmation. :
Letters may be edited for libelous statements, available space or factual errors.
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Thursday Night Thunder

Page edited by Michelle James

Marshall volleyball
falls to Mountaineers
"We are making steps
by MICHAEL S. ADAMS

reporter
The Thundering Herd volleyball team lost it 14th straight
match Tuesday night as it fell
to WVU in the Cam Henderson
Center.
Marshall sophomore Sarah
Boyles had a game-high 17
kills and four solo blocks.
WVU Coach Veronica
Hammersmith said she was
impressed with Boyles' play.
"I think we underestimated
how good she (Boyles) really
was," Hammersmith said.
"She, along with (Jodi) Fick
and Kate (Schulz) kept them in
the match. Ireally didn't know
how it was going to turn out."
Fick and freshman Nicole
Michal both finished the match
with 12 kills.
Freshman Tracy
King had 14 kills
and senior Kate
Schulz finished
with
nine. the
.._~a::...u · Despite
Legall loss, Marshall
Coach Steffi
Legall said she can see alot of
positives.
"We are making steps forward," Legall said. "We just
need to keep plugging away
and keep patient."
The Mountaineers jumped
out to a 7-0 lead in the first
game, but Marshall's Tracy
King served for five straight
points to put the Thundering
Herd back into the game.
Marshall senior Nora
Keithley added point 6, before
siding-out.
WVU's Dimitra Havriluk
gave the Mountaineers an 8-6
advantage before Thundering
Herd freshman Andrea

forward. We just need
to keep plugging
away and keep
patient."

Steffi Legall,
Kastien added two more to tie
the game.
Marshall and WVU traded
the next eight points, but the
Mountaineer's Jamie Boardman served for two straight to
bring the them within one of
winning the game.
Boardman failed on the first
of three game points for the
Mountaineers, but Kristi King
executed on WVU's third game
point for the win.
Marshall took games two and
three 15-11 and 15-8.
Freshman Ashley Bernard
combined with Fick for seven
points
MarshalliI\. the
a7-4third
lead.game to give
WVU scored only four more
points in the game. Marshall's
Bailey and freshman Ashley
Barmard combined to score the
final points of the game.
But the Mountaineers spoiled
any
victoryHerd
parties
the
Thundering
takingforgames
four and five, 15-11 and 15-10.
"I really wish we would have
won," Legall said. "It would
have been a nice reward for
these girls' hard work."
With the loss, Marshall
dropped
to 2-18Conference
overall, 0-8play.in
Mid-American
The Thundering Herd will be
back in action at 7p.m. Friday
at the Cam Henderson Center
as it plays host to MAC foe
Miami.
Marshall volleyball coach

Hundreds wait in rain to see
former Marshall football
standout Chad Pennington
by MAKIKO SASANUMA

reporter
Hundreds of people decked
out in green and white waited in
anticipation Tuesday outside of
the Third Avenue City National
Bank
as the rain fell down.
The conditions inside the
bank were much drier, but the
excitement level was the same.
Everyone was waiting for
New York Jets quarterback and
former Marshall standout
Chad Pennington, who returned to Huntington to sign
autographs for the public from
3-5 p.m. as part of his job as a
spokesperson for City National
Bank.
Huntington resident Gene
Pofahl said the light rain did
not dampen the crowd's spirit.
"As long as it does not start
pouring rain, we will make it
alright," he said.
Robert Hardwick, executive
vice president of City National
Bank, said Pennington came
to Huntington to promote the
bank and Marshall University.
"He is a tremendous role
model for everybody, including
bank customers," Hardwick
said. "This is good for us and
good for Huntington, the community and Marshall."
Hardwick said 400-500 people were expected for the autograph session.
The bank gave away posters
of Pennington to the first 500
people.
Billy Howard, Huntington
Junior College of Business student, said he waited for an
hour.
"I am big fan of Chad
Pennington," Howard said. "I
met him when he was in his
first year at Marshall. I am
really excited seeing him back."
Pofahl agreed.

---

pholO by Mak1ko Sasanuma

New York Jets quarterback
and former Marshall standout
Chad Pennington signs auto•
graphs Tuesday at City
National Bank.

"He is agood person and it is
very nice that he is here doing
this," Pofahl said. "I think he is
acredit to the game and he is a
fine credit to himself as an individual.
"His willingness to come back
to be at Marshall and be associated with it, I think it's very
commendable," he said.
Pennington, who also took
part in the bank's presentation
of a $5,000 check to the
Huntington YMCA, had to
leave at 5p.m. to catch aflight
back to New York for an earlymorning practice.
Hardwick said Pennington
was avaluable member of the
bank's organization.
"We work as a team,"
Hardwick said. "Chad promotes our image of City
National Bank, and he is certainly agood one to do that."
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The Thundering Herd's men's basketball team wil tip-off the
2000-2001 basketball season at 7p.m. Thursday at the
Cam Henderson Center with "Thursday Night Thunder."
Thursday and Friday in Sports
Wednesday, Oct. 18, 2000
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Men's
soccer
beats
WVU
Marshall merl's
.

soccer team
wins the 'Battle
for the Boot'
by JILL C. NETTLES

reporter
Marshall's men's soccer team
defeated the West Virginia
Mountaineers 2-1 Tuesday night
at Sam Hood Field in the "Battle
for the Boot."
Last
season's meeting between the
Thundering Herd and the
Mountaineers resulted in a2-1

.

victory for West Virginia.
Midfielders Brent Sobczak
and Dave Spaulding scored
goals for Marshall.
Thundering Herd forward
Byron Carmichael assisted
Sobczak's score.
"I am happy we won, it will
help us bounce back," Sobczak
said.
Spaulding's goal was assisted by forward Jeremy
Albrecht for Marshall's second
score.
With the win, Marshall
improved to 11-3-1 overall and
4-2 in Mid-American Conerence play. The Thundering
Herd has not lost at home this
season.

Marshall Coach Bob Gray
said the annual matchup with
the
i:s a highlightMountaineers
of the season-.___
___,
"We always
look forward to
this game," Gray
said. "It is exciting for the entire
state of West
Virginia."
The record for
the "Battle of th~
Boot" stands at Gray
12-5-1 with West Virginia leading the series.
"Both teams played very
well," Gray said. "I think we
came out with some fire in the
second half."

Marshall took 18 shots to the
Mountaineers' nine and
attempted four corner kicks to
West Virginia's three.
The Mountaineers were
called offsides twice and
Marshall was offsides three
times.
Thundering Herd goalkeeper
Taly Goode had six saves.
"Give WVU credit, they
never quit on us," Gray said of
the Mountaineers' play.
The Thundering Herd has
never beaten the Mountaineers by more than one goal.
Marshall returns to conferf!nce play at 3p.m. Sunday at
Sam Hood Field against the
University of Kentucky.

Yankees'
win over Mariners sets up subway series
NEW YORK (AP) -

stop, the Subway Series. Next
Yankees vs. Mets. Game 1,
Saturday night at Yankee
Stadium.
The Yankees climbed aboard
Tuesday night, beating Seattle
9-7in a game that took over
four
hoursLeague
to clinch
the
American
championship and set the World
Series matchup that all of New
York has been buzzing about.
It will be the 13th Subway

Series, and
the
Yankees
beatfirst
the since
Brooklyn
Dodgers in 1956. That was the
year Don Larsen pitched aperfect game in Game 5, which
current Yankees manager Joe
Torre watched from the stands
in the Bronx.
"When I was a kid, it was
always a New York World
Series," Torre said earlier
Tuesday. "Mainly the Dodgers
and the Yankees, but on occasion, the Giants and the

pitching against the Mets at
Shea Stadium, where he began
his rise to fame, and Torre facing the club that once fired
him as manager.
The~ Yankees will try to
become the first team to win
three straight World Series
titles
sinceTheOakland
it in
1972-74.
Mets,didhaving
beaten St. Louis for the
National League championship, are going for their first
World Series crown since 1986.

Yankees."
Fittingly, the Mets' team colors - blue and orange - con\e
from amix of the old Brooklyn
and New York Giants teams.
No doubt, a lot of fans
around the country might be
turned off by the prospect of
all-New York, all-the-time.
'I\vo big-budget clubs1Wlonopo•
lizing October.
But the matchup will offer
some classic confrontations,
including Dwight Gooden

THE MARSHALL UNIVERSITY SOCIAL WORK DEPARTMENT, IN
COALITION WITH ORGANIZED LABOR, THE ACADEMY,
THE COMMUNITY, AND BUSINESS ANNOUNCES :

THE SEVENTH ANNUAL
TRI-STATE ORGANIZING CONFERENCE

October 19-20, 2000
Marshall University, Huntington, WV
Opening
October20,19+ 2000,1Jet6:30i•n1ng
l?·m·'at 8:00 a.m.
Registration,Conference
all Workshops,
andPlenary
PlenaryPresentation:
Presentations:Thursday,
Friday, October
All onevents
be conducted
second
the and
Marshall
University
_Memorial
_Center WV
located
FifthwillAvenue
betweenonHaltheGreer
Blvdfloor(16ofth St.)
Seventeenth
St. m
d•wntownStudent
Huntington,
REGISTRATION FORM. all activities are FREE of Charge to EVERYONE!
PLEASE PRINT OR TYPE
First
Name.
_________
_
Ml
Last Name__________
Home Address,_________ City/State__________ Zip__
Job Title or Academic Major___________ Employment/School____~--Busincss Address,___________;Fax______ Email,__________
Home Phone.______ Business Phone ________ Date ______
Signature:_____________________

~*•

Check the following plenary events you plan on attending (all events are free of chllrge):
Dan Stewart, Opening Plenary Reception
D 6:30 p.m. Thursday
Memorial Student Center Alumni Lounge (2Wl6);SEIU
Friday Women's Breakfast
D 8:00a.m. Memorial
Student Center Alumni Lounge (2Wl6);MUAFf
Friday Labor Luncheon
D 11:30a.m. Shawkey
Dining Room, Memorial Student Center; AFL-ClO
Friday Dr. Betty Jane Cleckley Plenary
.
.
Featuring Dr. Ron Daniels and preceded by an economlt preface by Dr. Steve Shulchan
Workshop Selections for Friday, October 20, 2000
Choite#J
Choice #2
Choice #1
I
I
Friday 10:00-11:30 A. M.
Ml Women's Rights
Ml Human Rights
M3 Athletes and Social Change
Please
Retum Registration Form to:
Phil Carter
Associate
Chair, Professor
Marshall
Work Department
ConferenceUniversity,
OrganizingSocial
Committee,

Rm 307,
Old MaiBlvd.,
n
Hal(304)
Greer
• 400
Phone:
696-2790Huntington,WV 25755
fax:
696-6431
E•Mail:(304)
carterp@marshall.edu

Room#

2W37
2W22
2Wl6

Room#

M4 Children and Youth Rights
M5 Student Rights
M6 Labor and Politics/Civil Rights

2EIO
2WJ0
JSR

FrancisPresident
Jackson
Vice

Department
Comic
LeinenStaff:Secretary Sr.
Administrative
Social
Work
Department
Marahal
l Univenity
Phone:(304)
(304)
696-2792
fax:
696-6431

Labor
i11/ormalio11
Tim
Millne
Secretary/Treasurer
Southwestern
Labor CouncilDistrict
AFL-CIO
Ph~304u23-2353
Pete COPE
augr
Chair
Local
Phone317
(304)IBEW
525-7886

WV
Federation
AFL.CIO
Phtu en/
c 304 429-195
ta en
Derrick
Dixon
Christy
Drew
RhandaWilliams
Mincey
Tay•
Phone (304) 696-2790

•-----------------------------------------~~-~---------~~---- - -~

Abundle of _responsibility
Most of us have the normal stresses of college life: tests, papers, getting
to class on time, finding aparking space and maintaining asocial life.
But imagine having the added responsibility of raising achild. Find out
how students with children manage their busy schedules.

This week in Life!
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Not your average Tuesday
Fuel, Electrasy and Finger Eleven
conjure up mid-week excitement
by RHANDA M. FARMER
Life! editor

Idon't know about you, but
my Tuesday nights don't usuah
ly include strobe lights, smoke
machines, British rock bands
and gigantic walls of sound.
That, however, is exactly
what Igot at the Fuel, Finger
Eleven and Electrasy concert
Tuesday night.
Electrasy, the first of two
opening bands, sauntered
onstage around 8p.m. to the
sounds of Monty Python's "Sit
on My Face." Their set began
with alow-key melodic song
which gradually built into a
full-on rock anthem. ·
Singer Ali McKinnel bantered
with the crowd, striding out onto
boxes behind the barriers to play
to the audience, grab hands and
get alight for his cigarette.
The band's visual persona
was as eclectic as their sound.
McKinnel dressed head-to-toe
in tight, multi-riveted denim,
and his shaggy hair fit the
Brit-pop stereotype. The polar
opposite on his right, blonde
spiky-haired guitarist Nigel
Nisbet, strummed in black
leather pants, afaded "Star
Wars" T-shirt and the oldest,
shabbiest pair of red Converse
All-Stars I've ever s'een.
The band rocked and raved
through their 35-minute set,
performing songs from their
latest
Fall." release, "In Here We
The live version of Led
Zeppelin's "Dazed and
Confused" showcased the
band's instrumental proficiency and McKinnel's amazing
vocal abilities.
McKinnel introduced
"Morning Afterglow," which
recently debuted on MTV's
"120 Minutes." On the album,
the song sounds epic. Live, the
song possesses an incredible
grandeur, easily making it the
highlight of their set.
Electrasy ended their set
with the politically driven,
hard rock/rave energy number
"Foot Soldierz," complete with
liberal use of strobes and
screaming.
McKinnel made his farewell,
saying "Peace and love. Please
be happy. Please do what you
want to do. God bless you all."
Tammy Poland, assistant
manager of Gadzooks, said,
"They're the whole reason I

came here. Icame for 'Morning
Afterglow.'"
Others weren't as pleased. "I
didn't quite get it. The dude
got all wild right at the end,
and throughout the concert it
was kind of easy and low-key,"
Charleston freshman Trey
Wolfe said.
With the crowd energized
and ready to rock, Canadian
!lard
rockers
took the
stage.Finger Eleven
The audience pulsed with
enthusiasm through the first
song "First Time" from the
band's new release "The
Greyest of Blue Skies," cheering after the first chorus.
Finger Eleven played with
unbelievable energy, which
.soon infected the crowd.
The band thrashed.
The audience thrashed.
The band played amix of
older songs and tunes from the
recent album. The crowd
became much more involved
during this set, singing along,
crowd-surfing and moshing.
The last two songs, the hardest of the set, brought the
Veterans Memorial Field
House to aboiling point. The
crowd
rockingwasoutnow
andtotally
sweatyinto
smiles
could he seen as the lights
went up.
"I've met them, and they're
all really great guys that do a
lot for their fans," Ohio
University student Drake Cox
said.
"I totally ditched class to
come here. Who needs school?"
he added.
The general reaction to
Finger Eleven was extremely
positive. "They were badass!" a
group of students shouted.
"They were really good. The
lead singer was really awesome. I'm impressed," Rebecca
Kinzer, Alice Lloyd College
student, said.
'l\vo fans drove all the way
from·West Virginia University
tolongseeway,
the but
show.worth
"Yeah,it toit see
was a
Fuel," Jimmy Blankenship,
first-year pharmacy student at
WVU, said.
Which brings up the point of
the concert: Fuel. The band
claimed aclean stage around
10:30 p.m. playing with raw
energy, colossal sound and lots
of strobes and colored lights.
Singer Brett Scallions came
onto the boxes to greet the
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Electrasy vocalist Ali McKlnnel stalks, and rocks, the stage.
crowd, feeding off the energy gather breath for the next
and strutting around like a blast of rock. The lighting
true rock frontman.
effects, minimal in the earlier
When the mood started to sets, complemented and
lighten up, Scallions revital- enhanced Fuel's set in much
ized the audience, saying "Oh the same way graphic equalizcome on! You can make all the ers on stereos can be positively
noise you want. This isn't
mesmerizing.
church is it? Oh wait, it is a The hard rock melded into
church. My bad."
another song even harder,
From then on, Fuel had the keeping fans surfing on each
full support of the audience. other's shoulders.
Aslower ballad followed, and
Scallions unclenched his
painted-black fingernails from the lights raised to reveal the
crowd singing along.
around
his
microphone
long
enough to strap on arhythm The song included astellar
guitar and join the band on the "soft" guitar solo, not overpownext song, a·slower power bal- ering but displaying considerlad.
able talent. Bell maintained
the kineticism of the set as the
Guitarist Carl Bell took
advantage of the opportunity solo slammed into frenzied
to shine on an exceptionally slides and frantic fingerwork.
clear guitar solo, the first of
The lights dimmed and
many for the evening.
Scallions posed center stage.
Abrief trippy instrumental Request
"All right,"Hour.'
he said,
We'll"it'trys 'toAllplay
interlude followed, giving the
spent crowd enough time to each and every one your songs.
"Don't pick our songs," he
advised the crowd. "I'm in the
mood to f-i'*k around, so...
let's see if anyone will recognize this."
Fuel launched into an impressive cover of Led Zeppelin's classic "Going to California."
Scallions' voice paid proper
homage to the tenderness of
Robert
s original
the bandPlant'
played
deftly. vocal and
Fuel played songs from their
newest
throughalbum
the restandofrocked
their set,
melding heavier and heavier
songs until the penultimate
ending, crashing and flashing
lights, screaming and cheering
from the audience.
They demanded more.
Fuel fed their fire, returning
to play atwo-song encore,
including
recent MTV hit,
"Hemorrhage."
Scallions ended the show with
aloud,
you! You
rock!"sincere "Thank
After the final chord died,
photo by Mike Andrick Charleston junior Jessica Siler
said, "I thought all the bands
Fans reach for Fuel vocalist Brett Scallions. Scallions shook fans' hands throui:1h the show.
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Fuel singer/guitarist Brett Scallions strikes aclassic rock frontman pose. Fuel played to over 1,000 people last night.

were off the hook. Icame to
hear Fuel, but the other bands
were great."
As for myself, overall, Ifelt
that apositive blend of genres
was demonstrated.
Electrasy rocked with a
mesh of rock, pop, rave and
techno.
Finger Eleven attacked hard
and steady with Tool-tinged

loud guitar rock.
Fuel brought their own brancl
of modern rock and wowed both
the audience and me.
I've seen glittery drum kits
eyeliner-wearing frontmen,
extremely tall guitarists, barefoot box-climbing singers and
possibly the coolest forearm tat•
toos I'll ever live to see.
And today's just Wednesday.

